
Sophisticated lunchtime dining
with Beau & Elliot

Lunch on the go
2022

Stay healthy

& hydrated
Save money 

by making & taking

your own lunch



Get coordinated

All our Beau & Elliot ranges 
come coordinated, making it 
the only brand that combines 

sophisticated designs with 
innovative, dedicated solutions 

for keeping hydrated and 
healthy while out and about. 

Highly desirable modern 
designs that are affordable as 

well as highly practical.
Product featured: 
Navy Collection



The Daily Grind

With more of us going back to work, 
getting your daily fix has become even 
more important. Mornings just don’t 

work without coffee.
Here at Beau & Eliot our insulated 
stainless steel travel mug can be 

directly brewed into at your favourite 
café stop which will keep your drink hot 

for up to two hours and helping save 
the planet from paper cups.

Products featured:
Champagne Edit collection

Products Featured:
Champagne Edit 300ml Travel Mug 

collection



Get in the vibe

All our Beau & Elliot ranges 
come coordinated, making it 
the only brand that combines 

sophisticated designs with 
innovative, dedicated solutions 

for keeping hydrated and 
healthy while out and about. 

Highly desirable modern 
designs that are affordable as 

well as highly practical.
Products featured: 

Vibe Collection



Feel it hot, hot

hot.

Food and drinking on the 
go has become part of our 

daily lives. Our range of 
coordinated drinks cups 
and lunch bags for men 

and women are insulated 
to keep everything hot or 

cold
so you can enjoy your 

favourite food and drink 
wherever you go. 
Product featured:

Champagne Edit collection



When it comes to dining on the 
go, men just want  smart 

products paired with simple 
designs. Beau & Elliot’s ‘Circuit’ 
range of lunch bags and drinks 

bottles deliver just that. 

The Daily 
Commute



Blending practicality with 
sophistication is never easy, 
but Beau & Elliot have made 

that pairing with their
‘Champagne Edit collection of

coordinating lunch bags, 
drinks bottles and travel mugs 

Product featured:
Champagne Edit collection

Lunch date



Something 
for the kids

Taking the same unique 
brand values and design we 
have brought to our adult 

lunch on the go ranges, our 
new kid’s collections add to 
our story where the nations 

love of dogs has been 
thoughtfully recreated for our 

younger audience.
Product featured:

Puppy Love
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